
Creating infrastructure for better collaboration
at Swiss Re, Bangalore

Swiss Re India had decided to create a new 2.5 lakh sq.ft facility to bring 1,200 employees across 

different locations under one roof at Fairwinds, Bangalore. In order to improve the meeting and 

collaboration experience for their teams, the multimedia team at Swiss Re equipped 29 meeting and 

training rooms with new and effective AV and collaboration tools.

re-imagining meetingsre-imagining meetings



Challenge
Swiss Reinsurance Company Ltd, generally known as Swiss Re, is the world’s second-largest reinsurance company 

based in Zurich, Switzerland. The company is a diversified global reinsurer providing insurance and other forms of 

insurance-based risk transfer.

Actis was approached by Swiss Re to assist when the latter’s multimedia team decided to empower employees with 

state-of-the-art infrastructure at their Bangalore office. The project involved creating and integrating several Meeting 

rooms, Conference rooms, Training rooms, Huddle rooms, Boardrooms, a Collaboration area and Digital Cafeteria 

across multiple floors. Swiss Re wanted to create a flexible and multi-purpose infrastructure, which allowed simpler 

sharing, easier connectivity, and better video and audio clarity.

Training is a key application at Swiss Re, and is directly linked to the accomplishment of important organisational 

business goals. Therefore, Actis was tasked with upgrading and equipping training spaces to make them highly 

flexible. These rooms needed to accommodate various types of training programs that would involve different group 

sizes.

A large Digital Cafeteria-cum-Town Hall room was another important collaboration space. Swiss Re wanted this space 

to host smooth two-way broadcasts involving multiple office locations and participants from across the globe.



The multimedia team at Swiss Re asked Actis to help create a 

contemporary collaboration infrastructure for the new 2.5 lakh square-foot 

workspace at Fairwinds in Golf Links Business Park, Bangalore. Designed 

alongside their AV consultants, the facility features 29 meeting and 

collaboration rooms with varying sizes.

 The Swiss Re team 

placed emphasis on training, and wanted to create a flexible training and 

multi-purpose room for various learning initiatives. This consists of a large 

50-60 seater training room. It can be separated into 3 smaller rooms, 

seating 15 people, by using flexible partitions, or joined together when a 

larger group needed to be accommodated.

Wireless presentations are enabled via an in-room presentation gateway. 

The room also features the sound reinforcement and voice tracking 

technology, which enables the mic and camera to ‘follow’ the presenter. 

For room control, 3 wall mounted touch panels and one iPad have been 

incorporated. Room lighting can also be controlled via the touch panel. 

Additionally, audio conferencing is supported through VoIP technology. 

Also, the Training-cum-Multipurpose rooms feature a Telepresence codec 

for video sessions. When partitioned, the rooms are equipped with 4 large 

84” LED Backlit UHD displays, one for each room section. They are also 

equipped with 2 large projectors in the combined, single-room mode.

Large Training-cum-Multipurpose Room (60 seater):

The Solution

60 seater - Large Training-cum-Multipurpose Room

60 seater - Large Training-cum-Multipurpose Room



Medium Training Room (25-seater): 

Huddle Rooms / Open Layout Rooms (64 rooms): 

This medium-sized training room 

can host sessions for up to 25 participants. Wireless presenting solutions 

are also provided to eliminate cable clutter with a 98” LED Backlit UHD 

Display as the primary display. A hardware-codec-based video 

conferencing system allows two-way collaboration and content sharing. 

Besides this, the use of wired microphones and audio conferencing 

through VoIP technology enables the user to conduct interactions between 

participants and faculty with greater clarity.

A table-mounted touch panel enables control over the room and a 

secondary touch panel has also been provided for standby use.

The meeting 

infrastructure at Swiss Re includes a large number of huddle and discussion 

rooms that are equipped with audio conferencing systems. These rooms 

feature basic meeting tools and allow small groups to collaborate effectively.

In addition to face plates with HDMI connectivity, a wireless presentation 

system has been provided in these rooms, allowing presenters to quickly 

and conveniently connect with flat-screen displays. The display sizes vary 

from 32” flat-screen displays in smaller huddle rooms to 80” displays in 

larger 10-12 seater meeting rooms.

The Solution

4-seater ”Think Tank” or Huddle Room

25 seater Training Rooms in combined mode



Digital Cafeteria: The largest and most complex AV-integrated room is the 

500-800 seater digital cafeteria, which is equipped to handle Town Hall 

meetings and a set-up for two-way audio and video conferencing. Wireless 

presenting, multiple large displays and VC cameras ensure that anything in the 

room can be captured and made visible to all the participants.

One of the key challenges at Swiss Re was the complexity of conducting live 

two-way AV conferences for their Town Hall events. Since their Town Hall is 

combined with the Cafeteria space, it was not possible to permanently install 

large consoles to manage lighting, capturing and streaming.

                                           

But the complexity of managing and conducting live events required a creative 

solution. Actis created a motorised AV control table, which can be brought in 

only during live events to enable high-quality monitoring and broadcast 

management. The customised table is a management console, which features 

built-in displays and control interfaces to supervise all the AV, lighting and 

broadcast equipment in the room. The multimedia team can monitor and 

ensure that the event is captured and transmitted smoothly, and high-quality 

content is  produced.

The digital cafeteria also features several flat panel displays, which serve as 

secondary viewing screens during the Town Hall or as digital signs when in 

cafeteria mode.

The Solution

Smaller displays serve as digital signage in the cafeteria

500-800 seat Digital Cafeteria also hosts Town Hall 

meetings



Larger VC and Collaboration Rooms (20-25 seater): Swiss Re’s larger VC 

and collaboration rooms feature a wide range of AV, collaboration and 

control technologies. This includes room control integration with the use of a 

touch-panel control system. The wireless presentation systems are standard 

in all rooms and DSPs are used for better audio management. Dual 85” flat-

screen displays ensure data sharing during video calls and great visibility for 

far-side participants.

Lighting control has also been embedded and is controlled by the integrated 

control system. Tile microphones and, in some cases, gooseneck 

microphones ensure that sound reproduction is of the highest quality.

Audio conferencing via VoIP is supported for meetings when video 

conferencing is not required. Actis also created a dedicated collaboration area 

for Swiss Re that features a large 98” display along with a dedicated 

collaboration unit and shower speakers.  A suite of collaboration software 

remains at the heart of the collaboration unit and provides integrated 

solutions that replace much of the hardware traditionally utilized in meeting 

rooms. The features and capabilities of this suite include wireless device 

sharing, interactive canvas, annotation toolset, built-in apps, easy content 

sharing and much more.

The Solution

20-seater Meeting Room with wireless presentation system

14-seater Meeting Room with audio conferencing support



Large Training Room – 60 seat capacity in combined mode



25-seater Medium Training Room with VC support



Multi-purpose Digital Cafeteria – Accommodates 500-800 people for Town Hall



4-seater Huddle Room for small group meetings



14-seater Medium-sized Meeting Room



20-seater Large Meeting Room with Lighting and AV control



Business Lounge – An open-layout meeting space



The Final Impression

Actis has successfully created the collaboration infrastructure that meets the objectives outlined by the 
Swiss Re multimedia team. We have constructed a very flexible set of solutions that adapt to their dynamic 
needs and ensure its long-term benefits. The move from analog to digital signal management 
infrastructure has enabled easy sharing, simpler connectivity and better audio/video clarity to Swiss Re 
collaboration rooms.

Multipurpose rooms with highly flexible communication spaces are a key feature of this infrastructure. 
Accommodating groups of varying sizes was an important  consideration while building this infrastructure, 
and this has been achieved across multiple applications like training, Town Hall, meeting, collaboration 
and video conferencing.
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